This 
ABSTRACT.
This In this paper we present the structure of all finite commutative subdirectly irreducible semigroups which were heretofore unknown, namely, those which are ideal extensions of nilpotent semigroups by groups with zero (we will refer to these as group extensions). Our results rest heavily upon extension theory of semigroups, and we refer the reader to Clifford and Preston [4] for background material.
Moreover, we show a connection with the theory of finite permutation groups, and our terminology in this area is that of Wielandt [ll].
2. Preliminaries. Let S be a semigroup. nontrivial if at least one of the integers r, s is less than h and x. / x . for 6 ta la some a, 1 < a < minir, s\. The triple (X, R, h) consisting of the minimum generating set X, the nontrivial relations R on X and the height h completely determine N except for isomorphism; hence we write ¡V = (X, R, h). Note that if h = 2, R is empty.
For each positive integer r we refer to the set L = \s £ N\ s is a product of r generators) as layer r of N. Note that L j = X and L -\0\ for all r > h (zero layers); also, if 1 < r < h, L has at least one nonzero element, otherwise the minimality of h is violated. such that r < s < h, then the relations 
Then (S, °) is a group extension of TV by G . Conversely, any group extension of TV is determined in this manner by a permutable homomorphism.
We now construct a particular group extension which plays a prominent role such that 2ia=2 /a(mod pn). By Claim 3-3 we have
x.
• • ■ x. = xr, _1x, where Y"' z' = (r -l) + k (mod p"). We need only show that under the same hypothesis, TV has no skew relations.
Seeking a contradiction, suppose that TV has a skew relation, x x . = xs.~ x ., s > r (recall Property 3.4). Since ®(X) is transitive on X, there is an element g £ ®{x) which maps x. onto x.. Multiplying both sides of the relation by g yields a relation of the form <3) x\ =xsl~lxk, s > r.
Now if we multiply both sides of (3) by xb~T~ , we have x*~ 1 = 0, since x'f-x.x belongs to a zero layer. Similarly, if we multiply both sides of (3) by Xj T~ x., with j / 1, we obtain x.~ x . = 0. The foregoing shows that x*-= x j x ., / / 1, ifi layer h -1, and this contradicts the hypothesis that the elements of (1) If p is the equality congruence, then 0 is said to be disjunctive. regard H as a group of pe*mutations on the set X, and since 5ß(X) is the maximal such group, the property has been proved.
Definition. Let G be a permutation group on X and let x be an element in X. The set iy £ X| gy -x for some g £ G\ is called the orbit of x. (1) a is defined to be equality on G. It is a matter of direct calculation to show that a and T are nonequality congruences on S whose intersection is equality. This contradicts the subdirect irreducibility of 5. Therefore, the orbits of any two elements of X intersect, and G is a transitive cyclic group of permutations on X of order p". Let a £ G be a generator of G. Since G is transitive, the decomposition of the permutation a into disjoint cycles yields a single cycle which consists of precisely the elements of X.
Furthermore, since G has order p", it follows that |X| = p". Any two transitive cyclic permutation groups of order pn defined on a set of p" elements are isomorphic; therefore G is isomorphic to ®(X). From Property A.6 and the description of 0(G) given in the proof of Property 4.7, it follows that 0 is the isomorphism of Theorem 3.2, whence 3? C R and S is isomorphic to the permutation extension of TV. This completes the proof of Property 4.8.
We may now summarize the results of the foregoing properties in this manner:
any subdirectly irreducible semigroup of type (iii) whose group is nontrivial is up to isomorphism the permutation extension of a nilpotent semigroup. Proof. Necessity. Suppose S is subdirectly irreducible. By Property 3-5 we need only show that the elements of (1) are distinct in each nonzero layer of TV.
Suppose that for some r, 1 < r < h, two of the elements of (1) is a generator of ®(X). Now if we multiply both sides of (4) Proof. This follows from the proofof the claim in Theorem 4.10 and the easily verified fact that dQ is a congruence relation.
